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DEAN STONEMAN

I am sure I speak for all BRDC members in
congratulating Dean Stoneman on winning the
FIA Formula Two Championship. His F1 Super
licence and a test with the Williams Formula 1
team beckon, rewards Dean richly deserves.
His raw speed, racecraft and ability to overcome
setbacks mark him out as a driver with a
glittering career ahead of him. Much the same
could be said of Nick Tandy who continued his
recent winning ways, this time in the German
Porsche Carrera Cup at Oschersleben. He must
be considered favourite to lift the title at the final
meeting in four weeks time. Tom Onslow-Cole
continues to thrust his way into contention for
the BTCC title, and is part of an unprecedented
four-way fight for the Championship at the final
meeting at Brands Hatch. Tom took another
impressive win in the second race at Donington
in what proved to be a typically exciting and
unpredictable BTCC meeting. Alexander Sims
took a hard fought second place in race 1 at
Oschersleben in the Formula 3 Euro Series,
and might well have taken another but for an
accident in race 2. Nevertheless Alexander will
be looking to finish his year on a high at the final
meeting at Hockenheim. Finally a welcome
return to racing for Chrissy Palmer looked
promising with pole position for the first Ginetta
G50 race at Donington. Sadly incidents in two
of the three races meant a charging 6th place in
the second race was the only result of the day.
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FIA FORMULA TWO
CHAMPIONSHIP
Valencia Sept 19

Q1: 11th
Q2: 6th

RACE 1: 9th
RACE 2: 3rd

2010 Champion and a Formula 1 Test with
the Williams F1 Team

A solid drive in race 1 with Dean carefully moving up to ninth
position and then shadowing Palmer until the chequered flag
was enough to seal the title. With the championship secured,
Dean could enjoy his final F2 race and drove superbly, moving
up to third position and challenging for the lead before settling
for another podium finish.
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Dean Stoneman was within touching distance of the 2010
FIA Formula Two title going into the final races at Valencia,
but there was still work to be done after qualifying for race 1
when Dean could only manage 11th fastest, four places behind
championship rival Jolyon Palmer. Qualifying for race 2 was
better with Dean sixth, and Palmer in a lowly 14th position.

Dean was suitably elated with his success and said:
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“It’s fantastic to be sitting in this position, hopefully now with
the Formula 1 test I can prove myself and go further on in
motorsport.”

Tim Harvey
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Director, BRDC SuperStars
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www.nicktandyracing.com

NICK TANDY

PORSCHE CARRERA
CUP GERMANY
Oschersleben, Germany Sept 19

RACE: Win
5

Q: Pole

CHAMPIONSHIP POSITION: 2nd
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Nick Tandy continued his recent run of pole positions, and with
his championship rival Nicolas Armindo obviously feeling the
pressure with a trip into the gravel and only fourth place on the
grid, things were looking positive. Nick said: “If everything runs
smoothly I can make up more than two points on Nicolas.”
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It did indeed run smoothly and Nick dominated the race with a
lights to flag victory, but with Armindo finishing a fairly distant
second, the championship fight goes down to the wire at the
final race of the year at Hockenheim on October 17th.
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www.tomonslowcole.com

TOM ONSLOW-COLE

DUNLOP MSA BRITISH TOURING
CAR CHAMPIONSHIP
Donington Park Sept 19
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Q: 2nd RACE 1: 8th
			 RACE 2: Win
			 RACE 3: 9th

CHAMPIONSHIP POSITION: 4th
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Tom qualified a superb second on the grid on the BTCC’s
return to Donington Park, mere hundredths of a second behind
his Arena Ford team mate Tom Chilton, and despite carrying
significantly more success ballast at this round.
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Tom made a good start and was leading for the first half
of race 1 before being overtaken by the Honda of Gordon
Shedden. Things then became chaotic with Tom unfortunately
getting involved in a multi car scrap which caused damage to
several cars and involved Tom bouncing off a barrier to end up
in eighth position at the flag.
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The final race of the day resulted in a slightly frustrating ninth
place finish for Tom, but he is still part of a four way fight for
championship title also involving Plato, Gordon Shedden and
Matt Neal which will be resolved at Brands Hatch in three
weeks time.
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A scintillating second race, probably the best of the season so
far, saw a brilliant drive from Tom which resulted in a superb
victory, his fourth of the season. Great overtaking moves into
the chicane gave Tom the race lead which he held to the flag,
and enabled him to move ever closer to championship leader
Jason Plato.

IMAGES: [TANDY] presse.porsche.de [ONSLOW-COLE] www.jakobebrey.com
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ALEXANDER SIMS
5

FORMULA 3 EURO SERIES
Oschersleben, Germany Sept 19
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Q: 2nd RACE 1: 2nd
			 RACE 2: 8th

CHAMPIONSHIP POSITION: 4rd
Alexander pulled a brilliant last lap qualifying effort out of the
bag to grab second place on the Oschersleben grid alongside
his ART team mate Valtteri Bottas.

CHRISSY PALMER

MICHELIN GINETTA G50 CUP
CHAMPIONSHIP
Donington Park Sept 19

Q: Pole RACE 1:
DNF
			 RACE 2:
6th
			 RACE 3: Excluded
4

Race 2 didn’t go according to plan when newly crowned
champion Edoardo Mortara collided with Alexander at the
start causing his own retirement and a pit stop for repairs to
Alexander’s ART machine but he carried on, to finish a lap
down in eighth position. Alexander can still gain third in the
championship at the final round at Hockenheim on October 17th.
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Despite an excellent start Alexander could not match the pace
of his team mate, something which wasn’t helped by a minor
excursion at the high speed esses on lap four, but strongly
defended his position and crossed the line in second place.

GUEST DRIVE
After a promising start setting the fastest time in qualifying
it was to be a mixed weekend for SuperStar Chrissy Palmer,
who made his return to racing this weekend. Chrissy had been
sidelined from a back injury he sustained earlier in the year. In
race 1 he got off to a good start from pole position which he
held until the fourth lap, then a coming together with two other
competitors put him out of the race. In race 2 Chrissy rocketed
up the order from the last row on the grid and was seventh by
lap two, but after climbing to a high of fourth, he dropped away
to sixth in the end – still the best placed on wets. For race 3 it
was a ‘reverse’ grid and Chrissy set about hunting down the
front runners from sixth on the grid, but he was deemed to have
made a false start so had to serve a drive-through penalty.
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SAM BIRD
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www.sambird.com

GP2 SERIES
UPDATE
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CHAMPIONSHIP POSITION: 5th
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In last week’s issue, we reported that Sam was lying 8th in the
Championship when in fact he is currently 5th, just one point
behind 4th with one race still to go in Abu Dhabi in November. Our
apologies to Sam; we wish him well for the final round of the
series, alongside Formula 1 on the Yas Marina Circuit.

Upcoming Events
Event
Cooper Tires British F3 International Series

Location
Brands Hatch

Sept 25-26

Oli Webb

Cooper Tires British F3 International Series

Brands Hatch

Sept 29

Andy Meyrick

American Le Mans Series (ALMS)

Petit Le Mans

October 10

Tom Onslow-Cole

Dunlop MSA British Touring Car Championship

Brands Hatch

October 17

Alexander Sims

Formula 3 Euro Series

Hockenheim, Germany

October 17

Nick Tandy

Porsche Carrera Cup Germany

Hockenheim, Germany

Nov 12-14

Sam Bird

GP2 Series

Abu Dhabi, UAE

Nov 12-14

Oliver Turvey

GP2 Series

Abu Dhabi, UAE
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SuperStar
James Calado

1

Date
Sept 25-26
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